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Welcome
to the Winter 2020 edition of the
Rotokare Bush Telegraph!
We would like to acknowledge those
who’ve made contributions over the
past few months.
THANK YOU:
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Thank you to the Community!
2021

We are grateful for all your contributions over the past few
months. Tools and equipment
are often difficult items to fundraise for. Thank you for supporting the Rotokare whānau in so
many ways!

Vern Newell—for donating a “MuckTruck” powered wheelbarrow to the
Operations Team
John Hall—for donating tools, spades,
rakes, and ladders for our use
Bernice Hintz—for donating a
Woodboss “Sthil” chainsaw and other
items
Beef + Lamb New Zealand—for $250
donation towards working bee lunch,
supplied by Central Butchery,
Stratford

Rotokare Calendar 2021
Rotokare Calendars 2021
available now!

12 pages of stunning pictures of
Central Tyres—for fixing our quad bike Rotokare and native species contyres
tributed by our community
Shona Laird—for donation of traps

Support us through Givealittle to
supplement our efforts and ensure
the continued protection of
Rotokare’s hihi, tīeke, kiwi, pāteke,
and other precious species.

All proceeds go towards community-led conservation and ecological restoration at Rotokare

$20 each

Place your orders now! Contact Tricia at
contact@rotokare.org.nz or 06 764 8500

Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
Follow us for news and stories

Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
PO Box 33, Eltham 4353

Rotokare Update
Sanctuaries of Aotearoa
Eco-sanctuaries play a significant role in the restoration of
biodiversity in Aotearoa and are often the places where the richest
diversity of indigenous species occur.
These sanctuaries are defined by four main characteristics: 1) they
experimentally restore native ecosystems to indigenous dominance
and full species compliment; 2) they control or eradicate a broad
suite of pest species; 3) they reintroduce missing species; 4) they
inspire and galvanise communities to local conservation. Of the 83
sanctuaries identified in 2018 by Manaaki Whenua-Landcare
Research, 18 are off-shore islands, 15 have pest-proof fencing, and
only six are fully-fenced and over 200 hectares in area size.
Over 350 species translocations of 57 different species are recorded
(including birds, reptiles, invertebrates, and plants).
Rotokare has so far undertaken nine species translocations. For two
of these species (tīeke and hihi), the only mainland locations they
can be found is within pest-proof fenced sanctuaries. Planning is in
progress for further species reintroductions (of species that are
regionally extinct) over the next five years. Increasingly, these
sanctuaries are playing a coordinated role in restoring our most rare
and vulnerable species, supporting regional and national objectives.

Awards Recognition

Lockdown online Education recognised
During Covid-19 lockdown earlier this year, Ash
Muralidhar (Rotokare Environmental Educator)
and Dr Emily Roberts (Taranaki Regional
Council Educator) collaborated to provide an
online educational video series titled Backyard
Biodiversity—Taiao Taiepa Ki Tua. This was
scripted, filmed, and edited entirely from the
homes of Ash and Emily. The series included
online resources and learning activities, and is still being used by schools around Taranaki. Achieving a total of
45,592 video views nationally and internationally, reaching an average of 8,500 viewers per video, it was a
finalist in the Association of Local Government Information management (ALGIM) awards, placing third out of
11 in the “New Initiatives” category, and won the overall People’s Choice Award through a national poll.
Congratulations Ash and Emily, and thank you for such an amazing contribution to Environmental Education.

New Zealand Biosecurity Awards 2020
We are thrilled to be named as one of three finalists in the New Zealand Biosecurity
Awards—the Department of Conservation Community Kahiwi Award for established
projects/initiatives category. This is a good reminder of the significant outcomes the
Trust has achieved and is a celebration of the community and the volunteers that
have made the successes at Rotokare possible.
Regardless of which nominee wins the award in November, it is hugely rewarding to
see this community-led project recognised as a standout example of success.

Reserve Update
Biodiversity

Biodiversity Updates

Kiwi Update
The kiwi translocations in June by Taranaki
Kōhanga Kiwi at Rotokare (TKKR), a
partnership between Taranaki Kiwi Trust and
Rotokare, saw a total of 27 kiwi translocated
out of Rotokare (to the Totara forest block in
Mangamingi and Sanctuary Mountain
Maungatautari in Waikato). Kiwi in the Totara
block are being monitored by TKKR and South
Taranaki Forest & Bird post-release and seem
to be settling in well: four of the newly- TKKR Kiwi Ranger Doddy and kiwi Prince with Rotokare Ambassadors
introduced males are already incubating eggs
this season. In July, we conducted two call count surveys to gauge the kiwi population post-translocation. We
also had a kiwi dog walkthrough survey, which suggested there are ~258 kiwi living in the Rotokare bush!
Thanks to the many volunteers involved, the TKKR project has begun the annual programme of translocating
kiwi to other suitable sites throughout the region.
Hihi / Stitchbird Update
Coming into spring, we are preparing for another breeding season. A fullsanctuary pre-breeding survey was conducted to estimate the population of
hihi here at Rotokare. Hihi expert Mhairi McCready joined us in late
September for a repeat survey and to band any unbanded hihi she came
across. Thanks to the Hihi Conservation Charitable Trust for providing
Mhairi’s expertise free of charge.
Titipounamu / Rifleman Update

Fiona gently measures the head and
bill of a freshly-banded hihi chick

Pre-breeding surveys for titipounamu were conducted through midSeptember to gauge the population leading into the breeding season.
Titipounamu are notoriously difficult to spot and hear; this, coupled with high
winds and wild spring weather, meant the team had quite a challenge in
finding them. Despite this, lots of unbanded Rotokare-born titipounamu were
sighted, indicating a successful first breeding season (2019-20) at Rotokare!

Pāteke / Brown Teal Update

The pāteke are thriving with several groups (including Rotokare-born birds) with
young spotted across Rotokare (averaging 7 ducklings per group). They are
beginning to frequent the lawns in front of both carparks, so remember to check for
pāteke under your car before leaving Rotokare at night, and be sure to look for
pāteke crossing the road around the carpark. Caution signs will be installed soon.
Watch out for pāteke!

Mokomoko / Lizards
Rotokare’s cryptic mokomoko are a rare sight; Rotokare’s Night Tours provide a unique opportunity to spot
them in the wild. One of these is the goldstripe gecko, a taonga only found in Taranaki on the mainland. Tour
attendees were lucky enough to spot juvenile geckos, indicating a healthy population. As the only essentially
mouse-free mainland sanctuary in Aotearoa, Rotokare’s absence of mice makes us a valuable site for the
reintroduction and recovery of threatened lizards, and planning for future lizard reintroductions is underway.

Reserve Update
Tracks and Traps

Biosecurity
Pest Management
Unfortunately, some mice have been caught around the reserve in the last few months. This has mainly been
around the car park area. Targeted response actions—including heightened surveillance with tracking tunnels
and trapping—have been deployed and will continue if more mice are detected. Please stop and check your
vehicles and belongings before entering the reserve to prevent any stowaways from coming in.
Tracking Tunnels
A full-sanctuary tracking tunnel run was conducted in mid-July; unfortunately, six cards returned with
suspected mouse prints and response trapping was deployed in
these locations. Another full-sanctuary tracking tunnel run will
happen in October to keep us alert of any pest animal presence.

Ops Update

Conservation Dogs
Conservation dog-handler Richard arrived with his doggie crew
(Flint and Kōwhai) in July to do a sweep for rodents and mustelids
in the sanctuary. The mustelid audit came back clear while the
rodent audit highlighted some points of interest around the
walkway. Another rodent dog audit is scheduled for mid-October.

Richard and mustelid dog Flint after their audit

Operations

Transporting boardwalk materials

Walkway Updates
The operations team has been working hard on upgrading walkways on the
northern side of our lake walkway (Menzies Block). Old timber is being
replaced and the metalling of the pathway is in progress, with the team
steadily bagging, carting, and spreading metal along the walkway. The
recently-donated “Muck Truck” has been very handy for this!

Rotokare: the land of Beer and Honey
The support of local businesses has turned Rotokare into a land of beer and honey! Our fruitful partnership with
Bees and Trees Honey has resulted in a fresh batch of Rotokare honey made from native plants found in the
Rotokare bush. We are also thrilled that local brewery Forgotten 43 has named a
lager after the reserve and has been donating a percentage of its proceeds to
Rotokare.
Support Rotokare and local businesses by purchasing Rotokare Honey from us
onsite and Rotokare Lager from Forgotten 43 Brewery for the holidays.

Reserve Update
Rotokare Halo
Feral Cat Trapping and Pāteke Management Update
Feral cats continue to be caught in DOC 250 and SA2 traps
across the Halo area. These traps are checked weekly in
the pāteke zone; there are also live cage traps that are
checked daily. 28 feral cats have been caught since June
this year in the Halo area. We are also contributing to a
feral cat research project with Auckland University.
The Halo team use rabbit meat as bait for feral cat and
mustelid trapping. We receive rabbits from multiple
sources, but process our own rabbit bait. A steady supply
of rabbit would help our bait preparation, so if you regularly
shoot and trap bunnies, get in touch with Kane to contribute
to our trapping efforts.

Halo Trail Cam spotting feral cats around live cage traps

Halo Update

Halo Expansion Update
Our Halo expansion continues, with traps being deployed
over two new properties. The majority of traps are DOC 200
and 250s, with some SA2 traps. The expansion focuses on
controlling feral cats and mustelids to further support the
recent kiwi translocation to the Totara Block, and ongoing
pāteke protection..

Litchy and Kane with rabbit meat ready to go!

Kiwi Aversion Training for dogs
On 23rd July, the TKKR project and the Department of
Conservation (DOC) hosted another Dog Aversion Training
workshop at Mangamingi. The training aims to make dogs
on neighbouring farms averse to kiwi. Led by our Site
Manager Kane and Joe Carson from DOC, the session saw
19 dogs from landowners and local hunters receive and
pass training. So far, 51 dogs have received kiwi-aversion
training. A third session in South Taranaki is being planned
for later this year.

A local dog receives kiwi aversion training

Can you help protect our Halo by deploying and checking traps? Contact Kane at 06 764 8500

Shining Peak supports Rotokare
September turned into SeptemBEER when Shining Peak Brewing chose Rotokare as the beneficiary for its 5%
project for the month. The local brewery donates 5% of the beer
revenues each month to a Taranaki charity, and we were
grateful for their support in September. The Rotokare whānau
encouraged friends, family, and supporters to
“Drink Beer, Do Good” at Shining Peak. The
Rotokare staff even had a special “staff
meeting” to contribute to the project. At the
end of the month, Shining Peak Brewing
Rotokare whānau receiving the generous donation
donated a total of $3930.67 to the Trust.
from the Shining Peak team

Education Update

Education and Engagement Update

Rotokare Night Tours
From July-September this winter, “Rotokare by Night” tours were
conducted on collaboration with Wild for Taranaki for the
community and private groups to rediscover the forest in the dark.
With 7 public tours and 6 private tours this season, the tours gave
400 people the opportunity to hear or see kiwi, ruru, various kinds
of wētā and invertebrates, banded kōkopu, tuna/eels, and other
critters of the night in the wild. The tours served not only to
introduce Rotokare in this new light, but to also equip communities
with skills and techniques to find and view wildlife in the dark.
Eltham School students on a Rotokare night tour Many special memories were created for both our team and our
attendees. Even though the season closed in late September, the sheer number of enquiries for further tours in
spring and summer speaks volumes of the value of this tour and our communities’ rising interest and concern
for local wildlife. We look forward to hosting night tours next season (July-September 2021).

Junior Ambassadors’ Field Trip
In the first holiday weekend of September, Rotokare’s Junior
Youth Ambassadors enjoyed an action-packed field trip to
Zealandia, Island Bay Marine Education Centre, and
Pauatahanui Wetlands, focusing on endangered wildlife and
ecosystems outside Rotokare. At Zealandia, the team
explored tuatara, giant wētā, takahe, and kiwi pukupuku/little
spotted kiwi at day and night under the knowledgeable
guidance of Andrew from their education team. The highlight
was watching a kiwi pukupuku towards the very end of their
night tour, feeding precariously off the side of the path. The
Ambassadors then headed to Island Bay Marine Education
Centre, where the passionate Dr. Victor Aldini and his crew
introduced them to tidepool creatures and stories of marine
conservation. Ambassadors Ryan and Emily even got to catch
crabs to feed the Joe Biden (the octopus)! Finally, the team
explored Pauatahanui Wetlands, watching for wetland birds like
pied stilts not normally found at Rotokare. The whole
experience was new and exhilarating for these young
conservationists and we were thrilled to be able to provide
them with opportunities to grow their passion and knowledge.

Junior Ambassadors on the Zealandia swing bridge

Joe the octopus enthrals the young Ambassadors

Want to be a Rotokare Ambassador?
We are scouting for Year 6-7 students who are passionate about learning,
doing, and inspiring their peers in wildlife, conservation, and
sustainability for our year-along Youth Ambassador Programme to
nurture future conservationists.
For more information on the programme and how to apply, contact
educator@rotokare.org.nz or check out our website:
www.rotokare.corg,nz/Education

Community News and Events

If you are keen on construction and track maintenance, fence
maintenance, biosecurity monitoring (tracking tunnels or trap
work), biodiversity monitoring (feeding hihi, feeding pāteke,
bird surveys), education, or helping with public relations,
cleaning, or even donating a cooked meal for our working
bees, then get in touch with us at
volunteers@rotokare.org.nz

Community
Focus

Wetland Walkway Gift Vouchers
Show your love for Rotokare and appreciation for your family and friends
by immortalising them on Rotokare’s Wetland Walkway. For a minimum
donation of $50, a name of choice can be engraved on one of the planks
on our boardwalk. You can also present them with a gift voucher for a
special occasion to have their name engraved.
Contact Tricia at contact@rotokare.org.nz or call 06 764 8500 for more
details.
Working Bees at Rotokare
Our Sunday working bees have
been very busy this season, with
call outs for a full-sanctuary
tracking card runs, hihi surveys,
and titipounamu surveys,
amongst others. Beef + Lamb
New Zealand recently donated a
working bee lunch (supplied by
Central Butchery, Stratford) for
our volunteers after a hard day of
monitoring.
For more information on our
working bees and volunteering,
contact us at 06 764 8500 or
volunteers@rotokare.org.nz

2020 Volunteer Fieldwork
and Education Hours

January—614
February—642
March—495
April—149
May—490
June—1580
July—838.5
August—437
September—555

Treasure Beyond Measure
Rotokare is delighted to be involved with this delightful children’s book, a debut by local
author Helen Griffiths. “Treasure Beyond Measure—a Collective Noun Safari” is a
sophisticated picture book for children aged 6-10 years, and takes them on a journey to
discover funny and fascinating names for groups of animals. It’s a literary ride you
wouldn’t want to miss!
Helen will be donating a percentage of net profits on website sales of this book to
Rotokare. We’re grateful for her support and the opportunity to work with local creative
talent. The proceeds will go towards Rotokare’s community engagement
and environmental education programmes, enabling and empowering the
next generation of conservation champions.
The book arrives this October! Pre-sale copies of the book are available at
www.treasurebeyondmeasure.co.nz

Rotokare Wish List

We need your help!

Help Us!

Rotokare works hard to deliver significant conservation
Our wish list contains particulars that would help
and community outcomes. Give us a hand by:
staff and volunteers with their tasks—we welcome
•
Contributing wish list items
donations and contributions of the following:
•
Donating towards current projects
•

Pole Loppers

•

Skill Saw

•

Fiskars Extended Loppers

•

Portable generator

•

Estwing Hammers x2

•

Good quality cordless power drill

•

Volunteering at our Sunday working bees
(9am—12pm, with free lunch!)

•

Becoming “Friends of the Lake” (FOL) with a
$30-$50 annual donation for news, updates, and
invites to special events

Contact us at 06 764 8500 or contact@rotokare.org.nz
Address: PO Box 33, Eltham 4353

Do you have any of these items to spare or can
you help us source them? If yes, contact the team!
06 764 8500 or contact@rotokare.org.nz
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